PAY TRIBUTE TO SOLDER DEAD MEMORIAL FRIDAY
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Were you one of the many?

By Margaret S. Allen

CLOSING THE BOOKS

It is the close of the school term and the time to close all books. swept the desk and望着

The danger is the twinkle in his inward eye when they are bound if possibly

Hawky will be buying a gumplit. to

Meanwhile, though the words are
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COAL

CLOSER TO TAKE ORDERS FOR

WASHINGTON COAL CO.
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MEN WANTED

Play Safe

Buy Hart, Schaffner & Marx Suits Today, at prices no higher than cheapest suits will be sold for six months from now.

$30

COAL'S

never in the history of Coasts' 31 years have we seen so much stuff changed in advance. Stuff that looks good but is not. Advertisements are a poor tailoring. The fall season will bring forth the greatest quantity of this kind of undesirable merchandise the country has ever seen.

PLAY SAFE
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The Iowa R. O. T. C. Jumper rifle team lost its first dual match of the season to Illinois by a score of 1,946 to 1,954 in Indianola yesterday following a meeting of the targets which were fired here May 12. Misunderstanding Causes Records Scored by both sides have not been confirmed at the headquarters owing to a misunderstanding over the conditions of the match by Illinois. The shots were fired by the same men and sitting positions, Iowa complied with their own conditions strictly but Illinois allowed fifteen men to fire ten shot strings in each position.

PASTIME THEATRE
TODAY — FRIDAY
The Matinee Idol
Eugene O'Brien
in his latest photoplay
"Charming of the Northwest"
This is a dandy northwest photoplay very cleverly acted and plenty of beautiful scenery. Just the type of picture to see at the show.
COMING SATURDAY FOR THREE DAYS
Admission 55-15c
Tickets for the Benefit of Sabon School are good for this show.

Nally Knicker Dresses
Barmon Knicker Dresses
Are made of checked and plain gingham and are appropriate for many vacation occasions, the price is very moderate at 
$5.95.
We are prepared to supply your needs for every pastime
For the country hike
For afternoon tea
For tennis
For motoring
For bridge
For golf
Come while stocks are complete.

Ties! Ties! NECKWEAR
We purchased one hundred and fifty dozen Silk Knit Ties from the Phoenix Mills at less than wholesale cost of manufacture. These ties formerly sold for $1.50 to $2.50 including the new two-tone Grenadine Knits. Every tie a beauty. This is your opportunity to buy several.

TWO BIG LOTS
LOT I 75c
1 Tie for 
75c
2 Ties for 
$1.39
3 Ties for 
$1.95
LOT II 95c
1 Tie for 
95c
2 Ties for 
$1.79
3 Ties for 
$2.48

How Much Money do You Need?
Do you want to make $30 an hour? Don't buy that T-Shirt! Savings Flower. Money: everyone's hungry to hang on to. Ralph chases Rosalee in a few years, with plenty of time for recollection. UW-ERA TOWN all part time during vacation. Bank, Appliances, Attract, Big Picture. Embarrassing, Orphaned—Three Men—Two Boys. First growing $4,000 selling schemes—no heavy load to bungle around. Previous Experience is Essential. Welcome, and Big Business awaits men or women talking my subject. Act quickly if you are interested in securing particulars.

Kenneth Markham, 97 Park Row, Lyen, Penn.

Your Book Fund
The book buying habit is a mighty healthy one. Borrowing a book from friends or libraries is one thing but buying a book to keep is another. There are many advantages in ownership. Start a book fund in our Savings Department.

The First National Bank
Iowa City, Iowa
Member Federal Reserve System
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FRATERNAL EAGLES
Laws for Life
Houses of Strength
Five H's

President's fundraising committee the last committee to be elected in the University. Therefore far the generosity of Students is as humble as it has been in the past years.

The outside of the department of music will accompany music.

The program is as follows:

Tuesday, from 10 a.m. to 12 noon: 
The Walnut Tree 
The Trouv 
The Chop 
The Overgrown Tree 

Wednesday, from 10 a.m. to 12 noon: 
Cumm 
Moss 

Thursday, from 10 a.m. to 12 noon: 
Saw 
Amadeus 

The Iowa R. O. T. C. Jumper rifle team was picked by the Better Department and several freshmen in the athletic department said they had not made public the policy of the athletic board.

For bathing
For playing golf
For the country wife
For afternoons

YOU BAKER
For the after noon
For the country wife
For afternoons

The Biggest Value
LOT I 
1 Tie for 
75c
2 Ties for 
$1.39
3 Ties for 
$1.95

LOT II 
95c
1 Tie for 
95c
2 Ties for 
$1.79
3 Ties for 
$2.48

See Window Display